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17 Abstract

18 We used event related potentials (ERPs) to examine both the specificity and the timing of slow cortical scalp potentials (SPs) elicited by
19 the retention of object, spatial, and verbal information in working memory (WM). Participants performed a modified delayed matching
20 task in which a task cue presented in the middle of the delay interval indicated what type of information had to be retained for a
21 subsequent comparison with the test stimulus. The first experiment used nameable objects and spatial locations as stimuli. The retrieval
22 mode (visual vs. verbal) was manipulated by presenting either figural information or printed words as test stimuli. Transient ensembles of
23 frontal and parieto-occipital slow waves with different scalp topographies for object and spatial information were evoked as a function of
24 task cues. When words rather than objects were used as test stimuli highly similar, though more pronounced, fronto-parietal slow wave
25 patterns were obtained. The second experiment using unfamiliar objects and non-nameable spatial locations indicated that neither the left
26 frontal negative SP nor the posterior SPs are exclusively related to verbal working memory operations. The results indicate that a parietal
27 negative SP reflects processes of spatial selective attention whereas a parieto-occipital positive SP indexes the retention of visual object
28 information. Left frontal negative SPs are generated by a compound of higher order frontal control processes and vary as a function of
29 information type.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

30 Theme: Neural basis of behaviour

31 Topic: Learning and memory: systems and functions
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34 1. Introduction visual WM [24,51]. This ‘What and Where’ dissociation 47

has also been demonstrated using physiological measures 48

35 Working memory (WM) refers to a brain system for in monkeys [53,52]. 49

36 temporary storage and manipulation of information, a Other psychological models, however, do not explicitly 50

37 function that is central to a large range of cognitive propose a information-specific architecture, e.g., the 51

38 capabilities. The highly influential model by Baddeley [3] models of Cowan [7] and Engle et al. [9] regard the 52

39 regards WM as a multi-component process with different allocation of controlled attention on relevant information 53

40 working memory systems for different kinds of infor- as the crucial process per se, i.e., the content of WM is 54

41 mation. He proposed a three-omponent system of working identical with the information that is in the focus of 55

42 memory with two separate storage and retention systems attention. In accordance with this view, Awh et al. [2] 56

43 for verbal and visual–spatial information that are under the identified spatial selective attention as the crucial process 57

44 control of one central executive mechanism. underlying spatial WM but not object WM by demon- 58

45 Behavioral measures demonstrated a further functional strating that shifts of spatial attention selectively impair the 59

46 dissociation between object and spatial information within retention of spatial information. In addition, a subsequent 60

fMRI-study [1] showed that during retention of spatial 61

information in WM early visual areas are modulated as 625 *Corresponding author. Tel.: 149-341-9940-132; fax: 149-341-9940-
they are during spatial selective attention. 636 113.

7 E-mail address: bosch@cns.mpg.de (V. Bosch). Many models assume that prefrontal cortex (PFC) 64

1 0926-6410/00/$ – see front matter  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
2 PII : S0926-6410( 00 )00040-9
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65 houses processes of executive control of the WM content. response task. The authors attribute the absence to the use 121

66 Goldman-Rakic [13] proposes an information specific of different memory strategies during delayed responses as 122

67 architecture of PFC which in turn is interconnected with compared to delayed matching tasks. 123

68 storage sites in posterior cortical areas. In contrast to this, Frontal and parietal slow wave activity with a temporal 124

69 Petrides [33] assumed that PFC is subdivided according to extension of several hundred milliseconds was also re- 125

70 the required process, i.e., maintenance or manipulation of ported recently in a N-back working memory task [26]. 126

71 the contents of WM. Others, however, have argued against During serial presentation of stimuli participants had to 127

72 such a WM-specific role of PFC and rather suggest that it decide whether the current stimulus matches the one that 128

73 subserves more unspecific functions of attentional control was presented N times before. The amplitude of both slow 129

74 [45], a view that is in accordance with the psychological waves was clearly related to working memory load. 130

75 models of Engle et al. and Cowan, as mentioned above. However, as no difference was found between a spatial and 131

76 The issue of which brain regions are involved in a verbal version of the task, these slow waves were taken 132

77 working memory processes and which cognitive functions to reflect modality-unspecific retention processes possibly 133

78 they mediate can also be addressed using the spatio- related to the higher order attentional demands of the task. 134

79 temporal properties of event-related brain potentials Taken together, the findings from the ERP studies can 135

80 (ERPs). In contrast to functional imaging techniques such be connected to results from imaging studies [e.g., 15,6,48] 136

81 as PET or fMRI, ERPs have a relative poor spatial in that they show that working memory for object, spatial, 137

82 resolution. However, the temporal resolution is in the and verbal information relies on the combined operation of 138

83 range of milliseconds and thus can provide information on posterior and frontal cortical areas. However, they do not 139

84 the relative timing of cognitive processes underlying provide a unitary view of the particular functional role of 140

85 working memory performance such as onset, offset, and posterior and frontal cortical regions in working memory 141

86 duration that otherwise is not available. tasks. This may be due to the fact that the different studies 142

87 In the present context, slow cortical potentials (SPs) of either focused on the retention of a particular information 143

88 the ERP are of special interest. SPs are deflections that type, i.e., phonological, spatial, or object information or on 144

89 typically last more than 200 ms up to several seconds [37]. modality differences, and that they used different tasks 145

90 Negative SPs reflect the unspecific thalamo-cortical across the studies which makes a direct comparison 146

91 activation of a cortical area [5]. In a physiological sense, difficult. 147

92 this thalamic activation can be regarded as the allocation of
93 attentional or processing resources towards a specific
94 cortical region [22] and therefore is predestined to investi- 2. The present study 148

95 gate WM processes under the viewpoint of attention.
96 A number of ERP studies found ERP slow waves with a The goal of this study was to use the spatial-temporal 149

97 duration of several hundred milliseconds to be specific to properties of ERP slow waves to examine the underlying 150

98 the kind and amount of information retained in working cognitive functions when object, spatial, or verbal in- 151

99 memory [44,43,29,41,28]. Ruchkin et al. [44] employed a formation is retained in WM. The examination of ERP 152

100 delayed matching-to-sample task and found a negative slow waves during WM tasks requires several precautions. 153

101 slow wave over left frontal brain regions in combination We had to ensure that ERP slow wave activity in a 154

102 with a transient bilateral posterior positive slow wave for retention interval can unambiguously be related to content- 155

103 phonological working memory, with the amplitudes of specific retention processes without confounding these 156

104 both slow waves being directly related to working memory processes with differential perceptual processes, due to 157

105 load. Since both slow waves were found in verbal working physically different stimulus properties. To fulfill these 158

106 memory tasks but not in spatial or object WM they were criteria, we developed a modified delayed-matching-to- 159

107 presumably reflects of cognitive processes specific to the sample paradigm in which participants are presented with a 160

108 retention of verbal materials by means of articulatory composite stimulus consisting of two objects presented at 161

109 rehearsal. Specifically, the posterior positive slow wave is two different spatial locations including the dimension of 162

110 assumed to reflect the conversion from visual to verbal spatial depth. 163

111 representational formats. Spatial working memory tasks in In this task, both, object and spatial information has to 164

112 contrast are shown to lead to bilateral or slightly right be encoded into the working memory. A cue is presented 165

113 lateralized negative slow waves over posterior parietal after 2.5 s this stimulus (in the following: S1) that 166

114 brain regions [29]. The amplitudes of these posterior slow indicated whether an object-based or a spatial-based 167

115 waves varied as a function of working memory load, and comparison will be required upon presentation of the test 168

116 extended throughout the delay interval. Due to these stimulus (in the following: S2), which is presented 2.5 s 169

117 characteristics the observed posterior negative slow waves thereafter. The logic behind this manipulation is that, after 170

118 were taken to primarily index retention of spatial materials presentation of the cue, participants should mainly retain 171

119 in working memory. Another study of spatial WM, how- the relevant type of information in working memory, i.e, 172

120 ever, did not observe such a parietal SP [11] in a delayed- object forms after the object cue and spatial locations after 173
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175 the spatial cue. In a third control condition the cue participants were excluded from data analysis. The remain- 226

176 indicated that a perceptually-based comparison will be ing 16 participants had a median age of 22 years, 8 were 227

177 required upon presentation of S2. Thus contrasting ERP female and all were right-handed with either normal or 228

178 slow waves elicited by the task cues in the two memory corrected to normal vision. 229

179 tasks and the perceptual task should allow us to delineate Each participant performed a 1-h practice session fol- 230

180 ERP slow waves related to working memory operations for lowed on a subsequent day by a 3.5-h experimental 231

181 both information types. session. 232

182 To address the issue of separate modules for verbal
183 working memory processes a verbal working memory 3.1.2. Stimuli 233

184 condition was developed in which the objects’ and spatial All stimuli were presented on a 179 VGA monitor under 234

185 locations’ names were presented at S2. Thus, Experiment 1 the control of a P-90 computer. In both the figural and the 235

186 included trials in which S2 either consisted of object forms verbal conditions S1 contained two distinct green colored 236

187 presented at particular spatial locations (figural condition) objects out of the following six simple geometric forms 237

188 or the objects’ and spatial locations’ names (verbal con- (German labels in parentheses): circle (Kreis), diamond 238

189 dition). Both conditions were presented in different blocks (Karo), star (Stern), cross (Kreuz), arrow (Pfeil), and ring 239

190 and we assumed that in the figural condition participants (Ring). The objects were located within a box-like gray- 240

191 hold active an image-like representation of object forms shaded space. The positions could be: left (links), right 241

192 and their respective locations whereas in the verbal con- (rechts), in front (vorne), at the back (hinten), above (oben), 242

193 dition they retrieve the names and rehearse them through- and below (unten). Objects varied according to their 243

194 out the S1–S2 interval. position in size, perspective, and brightness. In order to 244

195 Experiment 2, employing the same paradigm and testing enhance the 3D-impression, the space contained a grid 245

196 conditions as in the figural condition of experiment 1, used with the center of the screen serving as the virtual center. 246

197 unfamiliar objects and spatial locations for which verbal The mean width of an object was 3 cm at the back 247

198 labels were not easily retrievable. This experiment ex- location, 4 cm in the middle locations, and 7 cm in the 248

199 amined whether or not the slow wave patterns obtained in front location. The maximum visual angle was 138 249

200 experiment 1 reflect visual working memory operations per horizontally and 98 vertically. (Fig. 1) 250

201 se or rather, at least in part, the use of verbal rehearsal In the figural condition, S2 was the same format as S1 251

202 strategies possible for the familiar (and nameable) stimulus whereas in the verbal condition, S2 consisted of two object 252

203 materials employed in experiment 1. names and two spatial prepositions. Object names were 253

presented using yellow proportional font within the left 254

half of the screen on top of each other with a spacing of 1 255

204 3. Experiment 1 cm whereas spatial prepositions were shown within the 256

right half. The visual angle of all four words together was 257

205 The objective of experiment 1 was to examine the 48 horizontally and 28 vertically. Both the verbal and the 258

206 spatio-temporal patterns of brain activation when objects figural S2 contained two digits (‘1’ and/or ‘2’) in two 259

207 forms and spatial locations are retained in WM. Moreover, randomly chosen corners of the screen. 260

208 we were interested in how far these retention processes are The task cues, presented in the middle of the S1–S2 261

209 modulated when verbal rather than figural rehearsal is interval, consisted of the strings ‘-Obj-’ (object task), 262

210 used. ERPs, time-locked to the cue, were recorded in the ‘-Pos-’ (spatial task), or ‘-Zif-’ (control task). Cues were 263

211 memory and the perceptual tasks. Based on prior ERP- presented in the center of the screen with visual angles of 264

212 studies we expected that the cue in the memory tasks 38 horizontally and 0.48 vertically. 265

213 evokes slow wave activity and that memory-related differ-
214 ences relative to the perceptual task were most pronounced 3.1.3. Experimental task 266

215 at frontal and parietal electrode sites. An open question The participant’s task was to memorize the two objects 267

216 was how verbal rehearsal is separable from nonverbal and their spatial locations provided by S1 until the cue 268

217 rehearsal processes. indicated the relevant type of information. Following an 269

218 According to Ruchkin et al. [44], verbal rehearsal should object (spatial) cue, only object (spatial) information had 270

219 be evidenced by a left lateralized, frontally focused to be retained in WM for a subsequent comparison with 271

220 negative slow wave. S2. Participants had to decide whether both objects (loca- 272

tions) in S2 were identical to the ones shown in S1. If this 273

221 3.1. Methods was the case they had to press the ‘same’ button irre- 274

spective of a possible mismatch of irrelevant information. 275

222 3.1.1. Subjects Participants had to respond ‘different’ when one object 276

223 Twenty right-handed volunteers participated. None of (location) differed from the ones presented at S1. In the 277

224 the participants had prior experience with the experimental control task, no retention was necessary and upon presenta- 278

225 task. Due to technical artifacts the EEG-data of four tion of S2 the two numbers had to be compared. A ‘same’ 279
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282

283 Fig. 1. Example of an S1 in experiment 1.

287 response was required when the two numbers were identi- virtual space for 500 ms. Next, two objects were shown for 294

288 cal and a ‘different’ response when they were different. 200 ms (S1). After an inter-stimulus interval (ISI, defined 295

289 The sequence of events in a single trial (depicted in Fig. here as the onset difference) of 2.5 s the task cue was 296

290 2) was as follows: trials started automatically and a break shown for 500 ms. Another 2.5 s later S2 was presented 297

291 was given after each fourth trial that was terminated by the for 1 s. Participants had to respond within a 1800 ms time 298

292 participant’s button press. period after S2-onset and were instructed to respond as 299

293 Each trial began with the presentation of an empty 3D quickly and as accurately as possible. Feedback indicating 300

correct, incorrect, or timeout responses was provided after 301

each response. 302

To ensure that the same-different decision was based 303

only on relevant information, in 80% of the trials the 304

response associated with the irrelevant information was 305

incongruent with that dictated by the relevant information. 306

In the remaining 20% the response associated with the 307

irrelevant information was congruent with the one dictated 308

by the relevant information. 309

3.1.4. Experimental design and procedure 310

Participants were seated comfortably in a dimly lit room 311

about 90 cm in front of the monitor screen and held a 312

small response box on their lap. 313

The two levels of Format (figural and verbal) were 314

blocked. The sequence of blocks and the assignment of 315

response keys were counterbalanced across participants. 316

The three levels of Task (object, spatial, and control) were 317

pseudo-randomized. Each of the six permutations of 318

Format3Task3Response type was equiprobable and con- 319
285 sisted of 24 incongruent and six congruent trials, making 320

286 Fig. 2. Sequence of events in a single trial. up a total of 360 trials. 321
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326 3.1.5. Recording procedure avoid the loss of statistical power that occurs when 370

327 The EEG was recorded from 74 tin electrodes refer- repeated measure ANOVAs are used to quantify multi- 371

328 enced to the vertex (Cz) and off line rereferenced using an channel and multi-time window data [31], electrode sites 372

329 average reference [30]. The electrodes were mounted in an were pooled to form 12 topographical regions of interest 373

330 elastic cap (Electrocap International) and were positioned (ROIs, see Fig. 3) [27]. 374

331 according to the enhanced 10–20 system based on the ROIs represented a matrix of four levels on the anterior– 375

332 nomenclature described in Sharbrough et al. [46]. posterior dimension and three levels on the left–right 376

333 The ground electrode was positioned 10% of the nasion- dimension and were defined as follows (see Fig. 2): left 377

334 inion distance anterior to Fz. The vertical electro-oculo- frontal (AF7, F7, F5), middle frontal (AF3, AFz, AF4, F1, 378

335 gram (EOG) was recorded from electrodes located above Fz, F2), right frontal (AF8, F6, F8) left fronto-central 379

336 and below the right eye. The horizontal EOG was recorded (FT7, FC5, T7, C5), middle fronto-central (FC1, FCz, 380

337 from electrodes positioned at the outer canthus of each eye. FC2, C1, Cz, C2), right fronto-central (FC6, FT8, C4, T8), 381

338 Electrode impedance was kept below 5 k. The EEG and left centro-parietal (TP7, CP5, P7, P5), middle centro- 382

339 EOG were recorded continuously with a band pass from parietal (CP1, CPz, CP2, P1, Pz, P2), right centro-parietal 383

340 DC to 70 Hz and were A-D converted with 16 bit (CP6, TP8, P6, P8), left parieto-occipital (P9, PO9, PO7), 384

341 resolution at a sampling rate of 250 Hz. Prior to averaging, middle parieto-occipital (PO3, POz, PO4, O1, Oz, O2), 385

342 each epoch was manually scanned for eye-blinks or other and right parieto-occipital (P10, PO8, PO10). 386

343 artifacts. Drifts in the EEG signals were corrected by Mean voltages within ROIs restricted to predefined time 387

344 means of a modified version of the linear regression windows were calculated and used as dependent variables 388

345 approach suggested by Hennighausen et al. [17]. in repeated-measures ANOVAs. Thus, factors were Time- 389

window (Time), Anterior–Posterior (Ant.-Post.), Laterality 390

(Lateral), Task, and Format. All effects with two or more 391

346 3.1.6. Data analysis degrees of freedom in the numerator were adjusted for 392

violations of sphericity according to the formula of Green- 393

house and Geisser [14] and the Greenhouse-Geisser ep- 394

347 3.1.6.1. Behavioral data. Response time (RT) was de- silon (e) was used to adjust the P-values. In post hoc 395

348 fined as the interval between the onset of S2 and the comparisons alpha-levels were corrected by means of a 396

349 participant’s key-press. RT averages were computed by modified Bonferoni procedure [20]. 397

350 collapsing over correct ‘same’ and ‘different’ responses of The observations of task-specific SP-patterns were ana- 398

351 incongruent trials. Accuracy was analyzed using Pr, i.e., lyzed by a series of ANOVAs. Following visual inspection 399

352 hit-rate minus false alarm rate [50] for incongruent trials of the SP-effects four time epochs were selected: 600– 400

353 only. 1000 ms, 1000–1400 ms, 1400–1800 ms, and 2000–2500 401

ms. The first three epochs were chosen to examine task 402

354 3.1.6.2. ERP data. ERPs time-locked to the onset of S1 specific SP-effects whereas the fourth epoch served to 403

355 and the cue were computed for each participant at all examine the CNV. The analysis procedure was as follows: 404

356 recording sites. Averages were computed separately for First, a global repeated-measure ANOVA was used to 405

357 each condition. quantify the effects in the first three time windows. Then 406

358 They extended from 200 ms before stimulus onset until ANOVAs were conducted separately for the figural and 407

359 2500 ms thereafter (i.e., onset of the following stimulus). verbal condition at anterior and posterior ROIs. More fine 408

360 Only trials containing correct responses were entered in the grained ANOVAs were conducted analyzing single time 409

361 participant averages. The 200 ms preceding the stimulus epochs and/or two-level comparisons of memory task 410

362 served as a baseline, i.e., its mean value was subtracted effects when justified by significant interactions. 411

363 from each data point in the waveform. To ensure that these Topographic profile analyses were used to determine 412

364 ERPs are not confounded with systematic differences that whether amplitude measurements reflected more than one 413

365 occurred prior to the cue, averages that were time locked to pattern of brain activation. To ensure that topographic 414

366 S1 were also computed and no such differences were comparisons of ERP slow waves were not confounded by 415

367 detected. amplitude differences as a function of experimental con- 416

368 Repeated-measure ANOVAs were used to evaluate the dition, the RMS-standardization procedure suggested by 417

369 significance of the experimental manipulations. In order to McCarthy and Wood [25] was used. 418

324

325 Fig. 3. Layout of electrodes and regions of interest.
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420 3.1.7. Behavioral control experiment (0.81 and 0.79 in the figural object and figural spatial 472

421 A behavioral control experiment examined whether memory task; 0.79 and 0.80 in the respective verbal tasks) 473

422 verbal rehearsal was used when words rather than figural and decreased in tasks where subjects had to count 474

423 stimuli were used as test-stimuli. A total of 24 participants backward aloud (0.63; 0.75 in the figural and 0.49; 0.62 in 475

424 performed the object and spatial working memory tasks in the verbal memory tasks) (F 5105.55, P,0.0001). This 4761,23

425 the verbal and figural condition as described above. In half decrease in performance was more pronounced in the 477

426 of the trials an articulatory suppression task, i.e., counting verbal condition than in the figural condition (F 510.56, 4781,23

427 backwards aloud in steps of one, had to be performed in P,0.01) providing evidence for the enhanced use of 479

428 the S1–S2 interval. It was proposed that interference tasks verbal codes in the verbal memory tasks. This result 480

429 of similar kind disrupt verbal rehearsal but do not affect showed that presenting S2 verbally rather than figurally 481

430 visuo-spatial retention processes [3]. subjects more relied on phonological codes in order to 482

431 Therefore it was predicted that articulatory suppression rehearse information provided by S1. In addition, object 483

432 should disrupt memory performance in the verbal con- memory performance was more affected by the concurrent 484

433 dition more than in the figural condition. Participants interference task than spatial memory performance in both 485

434 performed 240 trials with blocked and counterbalanced the figural and the verbal condition (F 511.03, P, 4861,23

435 factors Interference and Format whereas the levels of Task 0.01), indicating that objects are more likely to be coded 487

436 were pseudo-randomized. verbally than spatial locations. 488

437 3.2. Results
3.2.3. EEG-data 489

The across-participant average ERPs from selected 490
438 3.2.1. Behavioral data electrodes superimposed for the three tasks in the cue-S2 491
439 In the figural condition mean RTs were fastest in the interval are displayed in Fig. 4 (figural condition) and Fig. 492
440 spatial and slowest in the object memory task with the 5 (verbal condition). 493
441 perceptual task being intermediate. In the verbal condition, In all conditions and tasks the cue evoked a parietally 494
442 RTs were comparable in the two memory tasks with the focused P300 peaking around 500 ms. It was of compar- 495
443 perceptual task being faster. Pr was approximately 0.8 in able magnitude in the three figural tasks. In the verbal 496
444 all memory tasks and 0.9 in the perceptual tasks. Notably, condition the P300 was most pronounced in the perceptual 497
445 memory performance was not significantly different be- task and of comparable magnitude in the two memory 498
446 tween the object and spatial memory task, neither in the tasks. Following the P300s, task dependent SPs emerged. 499
447 figural (F 51.88, P.0.1) nor in the verbal (F ,1)1,15 1,23 The topographic distribution of these SPs is illustrated for 500
448 condition. the 600–1000, 1000–1400, and 1400–1800 ms time 501
449 Contrasting RTs in the two figural and verbal memory windows in the topographic maps displayed in Fig. 6. 502
450 tasks revealed faster RTs in the figural than the verbal The respective global ANOVA with factors Time (600– 503
451 memory tasks (F 569.56, P,0.0001). However, there1,15 1800 ms, three levels), Ant.–Pos. (four levels), Lateral 504
452 was no difference in performance accuracy (F ,1). This1,15 (three levels), Format (two levels), and Task (three levels) 505
453 indicates that, though the figural stimuli could be faster yielded significant interactions of the Task factor with 506
454 encoded than words, the memory requirements were Format, Time, and topographical factors (cf. Table 1) that 507
455 comparable in the two conditions. In order to examine the allow separate ANOVAs for the verbal and figural con- 508
456 extent to which participants solely focused on the task dition and also separate ANOVAS for the six anterior and 509
457 relevant information we contrasted performance in incon- six posterior ROIs. These results are displayed in Table 1 510
458 gruent and congruent trials in all four memory tasks. There showing significant main effects of Task and interactions 511
459 were no significant effects of Congruence on RT but a with the Task factor. In the following all post hoc analyses 512
460 significant main effect of Congruence on accuracy (F 51,15 reported below, i.e., direct comparisons of memory tasks 513
461 10.18, P,0.01). This indicates that irrelevant information with the perceptual task, are justified by these significant 514
462 was not entirely inhibited. However, since the presence of superordinate Task effects. 515
463 response-incongruent irrelevant information led to more
464 errors but did not at all delay RTs it can be assumed that
465 participants mainly focused on the the relevant type of 3.2.3.1. Figural condition 516
466 information.

3.2.3.1.1. Anterior ROIs Starting around 700 ms in 517

467 3.2.2. Behavioral control experiment both, the object and the spatial memory task a left frontal 518

468 Utilizing articulatory suppression [3], this control ex- negative and right frontal positive SP was obtained at 519

469 periment examined the extent to which verbal rehearsal anterior electrode sites relative to the perceptual task with 520

470 was utilized in the memory tasks of experiment 1. Pr- the object memory task’s SP being more negative than the 521

471 values were comparable in the tasks without suppression spatial memory task’s SPs at lateral frontal recording sites. 522
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525

526 Fig. 4. Across-participant average ERPs at selected electrode sites (one per ROI) for all tasks in the cue-S2 interval in the figural condition of experiment
527 1. At 0 ms the cue was presented for 500 ms, at 2500 ms the onset of S2 occurred. Data were 10 Hz lowpass filtered for display purposes.

528 These SPs are apparent between 1000 and 1800 ms at spatial memory task not only differed in magnitude but 549

529 frontal recording sites in the topographic maps (Fig. 6). also in topography. 550

530 These frontal SPs were confirmed by repeated measures
531 ANOVAs comparing either the object or the spatial mem- 3.2.3.1.2. Posterior ROIs Beginning at around 1000 551

532 ory task with the perceptual task, revealing significant ms the ERP at parieto-occipital electrode sites evoked by 552

533 interactions with the Task factor (cf. Table 1). More the object memory cue was more positive than the one 553

534 detailed post hoc comparisons showed that the SPs in the evoked by the perceptual task cue (Fig. 6, second panel). 554

535 object memory task were significantly more negative than This positive difference was present until around 2200 ms. 555

536 in the perceptual task in left (F 529.14, P,0.0001) and In contrast, in the spatial memory task a parietal SP was 5561,15

537 middle (F 55.7, P,0.05) ROIs and more positive in negative relative to the perceptual task. This negative SP 5571,15

538 right anterior ROIs (F 55.53, P,0.05). Moreover, was only present in an early time range (i.e. 600–1300 ms) 5581,15

539 spatial memory task SPs were significantly more positive relative to the aforementioned positive difference for the 559

540 in right anterior ROIs (F 518.54, P,0.001), whereas object memory task. 5601,15

541 the SPs in the left and middle ROIs were not significantly At more posterior electrodes (cf. Oz) both the object and 561

542 different. the spatial SPs were positive relative to the perceptual task 562

543 A topographic profile analysis of the memory tasks’ SPs until presentation of S2. Based on interactions including 563

544 at the six frontal ROIs resulted in significant interactions the Task and the Time factor, analyses were carried out 564

545 with the Task factor (Task3Ant.–Pos., F 56.08, P, separately for three consecutive time windows. 5651,15

546 0.05; Task3Lateral, F 58.51, P,0.01, e50.78; Task3 In the first 600 –1000 ms time window a comparison of 5662,30

547 Ant.–Pos.3Lateral F 55.62, P,0.05, e50.93). This spatial memory and perceptual tasks revealed significant 5672,30

548 indicated that frontal SPs evoked by the object and the interactions with the Task factor. This confirmed that the 568
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571

572 Fig. 5. Across-participant average ERPs at selected electrode sites for all tasks in the cue-S2 interval in the verbal condition of experiment 1.

573 SPs were more negative in the spatial memory than in the effects for the spatial memory task in any of the posterior 598

574 perceptual task most pronounced in the centro-parietal ROI ROIs. 599

575 (F 517.74, P,0.001). A similar pattern was achieved1,15

576 when object memory and perceptual tasks were compared. 3.2.3.2. Verbal condition. Apart from the larger P3 in the 600

577 Again, the object task’s SPs were more negative than the perceptual task, the ERP pattern evoked by the task cues in 601

578 perceptual task’s SPs in the centro-parietal ROI (F 5 the verbal condition resembled the one obtained in the 6021,15

579 11.82, P,0.01). However, examination of Fig. 4 suggests figural condition. 603

580 that this negative difference was substantially smaller and
581 also restricted to a smaller time window than the corre- 3.2.3.2.1. Anterior ROIs As in the figural condition, 604

582 sponding difference between the spatial memory and the verbal memory tasks evoked frontal SPs that were negative 605

583 perceptual task. at left and positive at right anterior electrode sites relative 606

584 Within the 1000 –1400 ms time window, contrasting to the perceptual task. The left frontal SP in the object 607

585 object memory and perceptual task yielded significant Task memory task was more negative than in the spatial 608

586 effects. As apparent from the map (cf. Fig. 6, upper middle memory task and emerged around 700 ms in the object 609

587 panel), this is caused by a positive difference most memory task but not before 1200 ms in the spatial memory 610

588 pronounced in the middle parieto-occipital ROI (F 5 task. Interestingly, this left frontal negative SP was initially 6111,15

589 10.15, P,0.01). Notably, despite a significant Task3Ant.– substantially more pronounced in the verbal object mem- 612

590 Pos.3Lateral interaction, there were no statistically reli- ory task than in the respective figural task. 613

591 able Task effects for the spatial memory task in any of the The frontal SPs were confirmed by repeated measures 614

592 posterior ROIs. ANOVAs restricted to the 600–1800 ms time interval. The 615

593 In the 1400 –1800 ms time window, a similar pattern as left frontal negative SPs in the object and the spatial 616

594 in the preceding time window was obtained. In the object memory task relative to the perceptual task were confirmed 617

595 task, a positive difference was observed that was most by significant interactions with the Task factor (cf. Table 618

596 pronounced in middle parieto-occipital ROI (F 538.94, 1). 6191,15

597 P,0.0001). Again, there were no statistically reliable Task More detailed post hoc comparisons showed that the SPs 620
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until about 2000 ms at parietal (cf. Pz) and until the onset 646

of the S2 at occipital sites (cf. Oz). As shown in Fig. 6 647

(lower two panels), the posterior slow wave pattern in the 648

verbal tasks are highly similar in their temporal and 649

topographic characteristics to those in the figural condition. 650

Within the 600 –1000 ms time window at posterior 651

ROIs, a comparison of the object memory and the per- 652

ceptual tasks did not reveal significant differences whereas 653

the spatial memory task vs. perceptual task comparison 654

revealed significant Task effects. These results confirmed 655

the negative SP in the spatial memory task that was most 656

pronounced in the centro-parietal ROI (F 517.74, P, 6571,15

0.001). 658

In the following 1000 –1400 ms time window a com- 659

parison of object memory and perceptual tasks revealed 660

significant Task effects confirming that, relative to the 661

perceptual task, in the object memory task a positive SP 662

was most pronounced in the middle parieto-occipital ROI 663

(F 510.15, P,0.01). Again, a comparison of spatial 6641,15

memory and perceptual tasks revealed significant Task 665

effects confirming that the negative SP of the spatial 666

memory task extended from the 600–1000 ms into the 667

1000–1400 ms time interval. 668

In the 1400 –1800 ms time window, a contrast of object 669

memory and perceptual tasks yielded significant main Task 670

effects, indicating that similarly to the preceding time 671

window the positive SP was most pronounced in the 672

middle parieto-occipital ROI (F 538.94, P,0.0001). A 6731,15

comparison of spatial memory and perceptual tasks yielded 674

a significant Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral interaction, indicat- 675

ing that there was a positive potential most pronounced 676
623 within the middle parieto-occipital ROI and less pro- 677

624 Fig. 6. Topographic maps of the SP-difference between object memory nounced at the lateral ROIs. 678
625 and perceptual task and the difference between spatial memory and In summary, in both conditions a similar task-specific 679
626 perceptual task averaged across 400 ms time windows in the figural pattern was observed. Relative to the control conditions, in 680
627 (upper two panels) and verbal (lower two panels) condition. Electrode

both the object and the spatial memory tasks, left frontal 681628 positions are indicated by small circles.
negative SPs were observed that were more negative in the 682

object tasks. In the spatial tasks, parietal negative SPs were 683

629 in the object memory task were significantly more negative evoked whereas in the object tasks, a parieto-occipital 684

630 than in the perceptual task in the left (F 520.0, P, positive SP followed the P300. These task differences were 6851,15

631 0.001) and the middle (F 56.31, P,0.05) anterior more pronounced in the verbal than in the figural con- 6861,15

632 ROIs. Moreover, in the spatial memory task SPs were dition. 687

633 significantly more positive in right anterior ROIs (F 51,15

634 10.05, P,0.01) whereas the SPs in the left and middle 3.2.3.3. CNV. A CNV-like potential emerged in all three 688

635 ROIs were not significantly different. figural tasks (cf. Cz) at around 2000 ms. It was most 689

636 As in the figural condition, a topographic profile analy- pronounced in the spatial memory task and smallest in the 690

637 sis yielded significant interactions with the Task factor perceptual task. Statistical analysis within the 2000 –2500 691

638 (Task3Lateral, F 53.52, P,0.05, e50.96; Task3 ms time window confirmed this observation. Restricted to 6922,30

639 Lateral3Ant.–Pos., F 54.86, P,0.05, e50.96) indicat- electrode Cz a significant main effect of Task (F 5 6932,30 2,30

640 ing that frontal SPs evoked by the object and the spatial 24.78, P,0.0001, e50.96) was obtained. 694

641 memory tasks not only differed in magnitude but also in The CNV-differences in the two memory tasks are in 695

642 topography. accordance with the behavioral data, i.e., the faster the 696

upcoming response the more negative the CNV. This result 697

643 3.2.3.2.2. Posterior ROIs At parietal sites a negative is consistent with the view that CNV amplitude and RT to 698

644 SP followed the P300 and lasted until 1500 ms. In the the upcoming trial are inversely related [35]. Conversely, 699

645 object memory task, a positive SP was obtained lasting CNVs were less pronounced in the perceptual task. This 700
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702 Table 1
703 ANOVAs of SPs in experiment 1
704
705 Effect d.f. F P e Effect d.f.’s F P, [706
707 Global
708 1. Task3Ant.–Pos. 6.90 8.32 ,0.0100 0.35
709 2. Task3 Lateral 4.60 11.26 ,0.0001 0.78
710 3. Task3Ant.–Pos.3Time 12.180 12.08 ,0.0001 0.35
711 4. Task3Ant.–Pos.3Format 6.90 3.14 ,0.0500 0.39
712 5. Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 12.180 8.41 ,0.0001 0.31 VERBAL:
713 Anterior ROIs
714 Figural 1.Task 2.30 7.95 0.01 .79
715 Anterior ROIs 2.Task3Lateral 4.60 7.83 0.001 .79
716 1. Task 2.30 3.77 ,0.0500 0.79 3.Task3Time 4.60 12.52 0.0001 0.54
717 2. Task3Lateral 4.60 16.41 ,0.0001 0.63 4.Task3Time3Ant.–Pos. 4.60 3.22 0.05 0.67
718 3. Task3Time 4.60 9.91 ,0.0010 0.54 object vs. baseline

719 Object vs. baseline Task3Time 2.30 9.58 0.01 0.83
720 Task3Time 2.30 17.31 ,0.0001 0.72 Task3Lateral 2.30 8.83 0.01 0.82
721 Task3Lateral 2.30 15.86 ,0.0001 0.70 Task3Ant.–Pos. 1.15 9.29 0.01

722 Spatial vs. baseline spatial vs. baseline
723 Task3Time 2.30 15.98 ,0.0001 0.95 Task3Time 2.30 15.49 0.0001 0.9
724 Task3Lateral 2.30 19.29 ,0.0001 0.86 Task3Lateral 2.30 10.48 0.001 0.87

725 Posterior ROIs Posterior ROIs
726 1. Task3Time 4.60 6.56 ,0.0010 0.80 1.Task 2.30 14.96 0.0001 0.85
727 2. Task3Time3Ant.–Pos. 4.60 3.83 ,0.0500 0.43 2.Task3Time 4.60 10.39 0.0001 0.73
728 3. Task3Time3Lateral 8.120 5.31 ,0.0010 0.66 3.Task3Ant.–Pos. 4.60 3.59 0.05 0.97

729 Posterior ROIs: 600 –1000 ms 4.Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 4.60 3.6 0.05 0.74
730 1. Task3Ant.–Pos. 2.30 7.97 ,0.0100 0.97 Posterior ROTs: 600-lOOOms

]]]]]]]
731 2. Task3Lateral 4.60 8.07 ,0.0010 0.77 1.Task 2.30 17.21 0.0001 0.82
732 3. Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 4.60 5.99 ,0.0100 0.69 2.Task3Lateral 4.60 2.78 0.05 0.98

733 Object vs. baseline spatial vs. baseline
734 Task3Ant.–Pos. 1.15 16.5 ,0.0010 Task 1.15 16.96 0.001
735 Task3Lateral 2.30 12.86 ,0.0001 0.88 Task3Lateral 2.30 4.47 0.05 0.91
736 Task3Ant.–Pos.3bateral 2.30 4.59 ,0.0500 0.81 Task3Lateral3Ant.–Pos. 2.30 4.18 0.05 0.79

737 Spatial vs. baseline Posterior ROIs: l000-1400 ms
]]]]]]]

738 Task3Ant.–Pos. 1.15 6.05 ,0.0500 1.Task 2.30 15.14 0.0001 0.91
739 Task3Lateral 2.30 7.26 ,0.0100 0.99 2.Task3Ant.–Pos. 2.30 5.15 0.01 0.96
740 Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 2.30 11.6 ,0.0010 0.88 3.Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 2.30 4.18 0.05 0.79

741 Posterior ROIs: 1000 –1400 ms object vs. baseline
742 1. Task3Ant.–Pos. 2.30 3.68 ,0.0500 0.87 Task 1.15 7.77 0.05
743 2. Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 4.60 6.87 ,0.0001 0.69 Task3Ant.–Pos. 1.15 4.94 0.05

744 Object vs. baseline Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 2.30 3.36 0.05 0.99
745 Task 1.15 4.93 ,0.0500 spatial vs. baseline
746 Task3Ant.–Pos. 1.15 10.9 ,0.0100 Task 1.15 6.27 0.05
747 Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 2.30 8.69 ,0.0100 0.87 Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 2.30 4.61 0.05 0.95

748 Spatial vs. baseline Posterior ROTs: 1400-1800 ms
]]]]]]]

749 Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 2.30 10.8 ,0.0010 0.92 1.Task 2.30 6.29 0.05 0.72

750 Posterior ROTs: l400 –1800 ms 2.Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 4.60 4.62 0.01 0.72
751 1. Task 2.30 5.45 ,0.0500 0.75 object vs. baseline
752 2. Task3Ant.–Pos. 2.30 5.88 ,0.0500 0.68 Task 1.15 8.38 0.05
753 3. Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 4.60 8.35 ,0.0001 0.83 Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 2.30 4.18 0.05 0.84

754 Object vs. baseline spatial vs. baseline
755 Task 1.15 24.62 ,0.0010 Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 2.30 8.52 0.01 0.93
756 Task3Ant.–Pos. 1.15 21.13 ,0.00100
757 Task3Ant-Pos.3Lateral 2.30 10.47 ,0.0010 0.99

758 Spatial vs. baseline
759 Task3Ant.–Pos. 1.15 5.39 ,0.0500
760 Task3Ant-Pos.3Lateral 2.30 10.67 ,0.0010 0.90761
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763 might reflect the fact that fewer attentional resources were are compared with different baseline waveforms and no 817

764 required to accomplish this task [19]. comparison can be made between the SPs in the two 818

765 In the verbal condition, the CNV-like potential was of conditions. However, the results for the slow wave pattern 819

766 comparable amplitude in all three tasks (F ,1). obtained after 1000 ms in the verbal condition were not 8202,30

767 To decide whether SP-differences in this late time different in any significant aspect when the SPs in verbal 821

768 window are solely due to CNV differences, a global working memory tasks were scored against the figural 822

769 four-way ANOVA with Factors Format, Task, Ant.–Pos, baseline task. Rockstroh and McCallum [36] proposed that 823

770 and Lateral was performed using normalized data. Signifi- positive SPs may either indicate inhibition of cortical areas 824

771 cant interactions involving the Task factor indicated that close to the recording sites or result from a negative 825

772 independent of CNV-differences and coding format topog- potential originating in a folding of the cortex that projects 826

773 raphic SP-differences due to the task were still present positively to the scalp surface. If the former is true then 827

774 (Task3Lateral, F 53.64, P,0.05, e50.79; Task3 posterior cortical areas might be inhibited when verbal 8284,60

775 Ant.–Pos.3Lateral, F 52.66, P,0.05, e50.3). rehearsal occurs. In the latter case, a cortical area produc- 82912,180

ing positive voltages at posterior electrode sites has to be 830

776 3.3. Discussion active. According to Ruchkin et al. [41] posterior positive 831

SPs of similar kind may reflect conversions of visual to 832

777 Retention of both visual and verbal information elicited verbal representational formats. Thus, experiment 1 alone 833

778 a frontal slow wave that was more negative at left and cannot decide between these alternative explanations. 834

779 more positive at right frontal electrodes relative to the In both the figural and the verbal conditions, a transient 835

780 respective perceptual task. As revealed by the topographic negative parietal SP starting at around 600 ms and lasting 836

781 profile analyses, the scalp distributions of these frontal SPs about 400 ms and 800 ms, respectively, was obtained in 837

782 were different for the two memory tasks, indicating that the spatial memory tasks. Thus, compared to the posterior 838

783 distinct cortical generators were involved when objects and positive SPs observed in the object task, the onset of these 839

784 spatial locations were retained in WM [18]. posterior negative SPs was earlier and their duration was 840

785 In both the figural and the verbal condition, the frontal shorter. 841

786 SP was more negative for the object memory than in the This negative SP presumably reflects the transient 842

787 spatial memory task, a finding also reported by Mecklinger activation of a visuo-spatial store which might be accom- 843

788 and Pfeifer [29] who examined retention processes for plished by the allocation of spatial selective attention, i.e., 844

789 object forms and spatial locations in different load con- the covert shift of attention from one location to another 845

790 ditions. [2]. In support of the view that spatial selective attention is 846

791 Left frontal negative SPs were larger in the object than the rehearsal mechanism, similar SPs are consistently 847

792 in the spatial memory tasks and was largest in the verbal reported whenever spatial cognitive operations are required 848

793 object memory task. In light of the results of the behavioral [38,39,42,16,29,28]. Since the negative SP in the present 849

794 control experiment, indicating that verbal rehearsal was study did not extend until S2-onset it is conceivable that 850

795 more likely in the object memory tasks than in the spatial this negative slow wave does not represent retention 851

796 memory tasks, it is conceivable that the left frontal SP is operations per se, but rather the activation of a fast 852

797 associated with verbal rehearsal in the cue-S2 interval. accessible spatial store. However, it remains unclear why a 853

798 Corroborating this view, left frontally distributed negative parietal negative SP was also evoked in the verbal spatial 854

799 SPs of similar kind have been associated with verbal memory task. 855

800 rehearsal processes in prior studies [44,41,40]. In light of As a conclusion, in order to resolve the functional 856

801 the results of the behavioral control experiment 1, indicat- significance of the observed SPs, it remains to be specified 857

802 ing that verbal rehearsal was more likely in the object whether or not the left frontal slow wave is associated with 858

803 memory tasks than in the spatial memory tasks, it is verbal rehearsal operations. Another important issue is to 859

804 conceivable that the left frontal SP at least in part is clarify whether the positive parieto-occipital SP reflects a 860

805 associated with possible verbal rehearsal in the cue-S2 conversion from visual to verbal representational formats 861

806 interval. and is therefore specific for verbalizable stimulus materi- 862

807 In both the figural and verbal condition, a sustained als. We approached both issues in a second experiment that 863

808 posterior positive SP was obtained in the object memory employed stimuli for which verbal labels are not easily 864

809 tasks starting around 1000 ms after cue-onset. In the verbal retrievable. 865

810 condition this positive slow wave was also present in the
811 spatial memory task, but only in the late 1400–1800 ms
812 time interval. An objection against the interpretation of this 4. Experiment 2 866

813 pattern as a posterior slow wave could be that the cue
814 indicating the perceptual task evoked a larger P300 am- Experiment 2 examined the extent to which the frontal 867

815 plitude in the verbal condition especially at the parietal and posterior slow wave pattern obtained in the figural 868

816 electrodes such that the memory task SP in both conditions condition of experiment 1 are generalizable to visual WM 869
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874 per se or rather reflect the contribution of verbal WM was 8.562.5 cm (5.41861.598). Task cues were identical 898

875 processes. We therefore used line drawings of abstract to those used in experiment 1a. (Fig. 7) 899

876 geometrical objects as stimulus materials.
4.1.3. Experimental design and procedure 900

Each participant performed a practice session. Then the 901877 4.1. Methods
electrode cap was applied followed by the test session. The 902

experiment lasted about 4 h in total. 903
878 4.1.1. Participants The experimental procedure was similar to experiment 1 904
879 Twenty-five right-handed volunteers participated. None with the exception that S1 was shown for 400 ms instead 905
880 of the participants had prior experience with the ex- of 200 ms because objects and locations were more 906
881 perimental task. Due to technical artifacts the EEG-data of difficult to encode. ISIs remained the same as in experi- 907
882 one participant had to be excluded from the data analysis. ment 1. 908
883 The remaining 24 participants were between 21 and 29 In 50% of the trials the response associated with the 909
884 years of age (median: 23), and 12 were female. All were irrelevant information was incongruent with the one dic- 910
885 right-handed with either normal or corrected to normal tated by the relevant one. In the other 50% of the trials this 911
886 vision. assignment was reversed. The experimental session in- 912

cluded 384 trials. The three levels of Task (object, spatial, 913

887 4.1.2. Stimuli and control) were quasi-randomized and equiprobable. 914

888 All stimuli were presented on a 179 VGA monitor under Each of the six permutations of the conditions Task3 915

889 the control of a P-90 computer. S1 and S2 contained two Response consisted of 32 congruent and 32 incongruent 916

890 distinct green colored objects (‘Klingon letters’) from a set trials. The recording procedures and data analyses were 917

891 of 36. Objects were located on a virtual horizontal gray identical with experiment 1. 918

892 plane. One object was located in the left half of the screen,
893 the other in the right. There were 32 locations possible, 16 4.1.4. Behavioral control experiment 919

894 on each side. The positions varied in spatial depth and on Sixteen volunteers participated in a behavioral control 920

895 the left-right dimension. Objects were 4.560.7 cm wide experiment that used the identical dual task interference 921

896 (visual angle52.86860.458) with a height of 4.7560.25 approach as behavioral experiment 1 and employed the 922

897 cm (3.02860.168). Horizontal distance between the objects stimuli of experiment 2. Participants performed 144 trials 923

872

873 Fig. 7. Example of an S1 in experiment 2.
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930 with a blocked factor Interference. The two levels of Task more pronounced in the perceptual task. Starting at around 966

931 were pseudo-randomized. 700 ms slow waves at posterior and frontal electrodes 967

emerged in the two memory tasks. The topographic 968

932 4.2. Results distribution of these SPs is illustrated in Fig. 10. 969

The same time epochs as in experiment 1 were chosen 970

933 4.2.1. Behavioral data for statistical analysis. ANOVA results are displayed in 971

934 In a post-experimental debriefing all participants Table 2. 972

935 claimed that they were not able to use verbal labels for A global repeated-measure ANOVA with factors Time 973

936 rehearsal. The performance data for all experimental (three levels), Ant.–Pos. (four levels), Lateral (three levels) 974

937 conditions are displayed in Fig. 8. and Task (three levels) yielded a Task3Ant.–Pos.3Time 975

938 Response times were comparable in the memory tasks interaction suggesting that the task effects were different in 976

939 and fastest in the perceptual task. This pattern was the three time intervals. However, since the Task3Ant.– 977

940 confirmed by a repeated measures ANOVA yielding a main Pos. interactions were significant in all three time win- 978

941 effect of Task (F 57.89, P,0.01, e50.68). When dows, data were collapsed across time windows for the 9792,46

942 comparing the object and the spatial memory tasks direct- subsequent ANOVAs that were conducted separately for 980

943 ly, the Task effect was not significant (F ,1). the six anterior and the six posterior ROIs (Table 2) as in 9811,23

944 As expected, performance accuracy was close to perfect experiment 1. 982

945 in the perceptual task and worse in the memory tasks.
946 Memory performance was better in the object than in the 4.2.3.1. Anterior ROIs. At left frontal electrode sites the 983

947 spatial memory task (F 549.0, P,0.0001). SPs in both memory tasks were more negative in the 9841,23

memory task than in the perceptual task, with this differ- 985

948 4.2.2. Behavioral control experiment ence being more pronounced in the object memory task. 986

949 As in experiment 1, a control experiment examined to An ANOVA contrasting the object memory task and the 987

950 which extent verbal rehearsal was used. Memory per- perceptual task confirmed this observation and yielded a 988

951 formance was 0.48 in the object and 0.49 in the spatial significant main effect of Task. Moreover, significant 989

952 memory task without articulatory suppression. With sup- interactions of Task with the Ant.–Pos. and Lateral factor 990

953 pression Pr-values were 0.47 and 0.49, respectively. There suggested that this difference was largest in the middle 991

954 was neither a significant main effect of interference nor an frontal ROI. Similarly, a comparison of spatial memory 992

955 interaction with the type of information (F ,1). This and perceptual tasks resulted in a significant Task3Lateral 9931,15

956 supports the view that visual rather than verbal rehearsal interaction. This interaction was due to larger slow wave 994

957 strategies were used to maintain the abstract geometrical activity in the spatial memory task in the middle ROIs 995

958 objects and their respective locations in WM. (F 57.27, P,0.05) whereas in the left and right lateral 9961,23

ROIs no such difference was significant. 997

959 4.2.3. EEG-data To test whether frontal SPs in the object and the spatial 998

960 The across-participant average ERPs superimposed for memory task differed topographically, an ANOVA with 999

961 the three tasks in the cue-S2 interval are displayed in Fig. normalized data restricted to the anterior ROIs and the two 1000

962 9. memory tasks was conducted. Significant interactions 1001

963 The cue evoked a parietally focused P300 peaking including the Task factor indicated that the topographies of 1002

964 around 500 ms in all three conditions. The amplitude was anterior SPs in the memory tasks were different (Task3 1003

965 of comparable magnitude in the two memory tasks (Pz) but Ant.–Pos., F 518.44, P,0.001; Task3Lateral, F 5 10041,23 2,46

3.75, P,0.05, e5.77; Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral, F 5 10052,46

6.3, P,0.001, e50.96). This suggests that different 1006

combinations of neuronal sources contribute to the slow 1007

wave pattern evoked by both information types. 1008

To evaluate differences of the frontal patterns obtained 1009

in experiments 1 and 2, between-experiment ANOVAs 1010

were conducted comparing either the object or the spatial 1011

memory frontal SPs using normalized data. Significant 1012

interactions with the Experiment factor were obtained for 1013

the object memory task (Exp3Lateral, F 54.64, P,0.5, 10142,76

e50.92; Exp3Ant.–Pos., F 54.19, P,0.5) but not for 10151,38

the spatial memory task. 1016

926

4.2.3.2. Posterior ROIs. At posterior electrodes a positive 1017927 Fig. 8. RTs of incongruent and congruent trials for ‘same’ responses’ and
SP focused at POz emerged in the object memory task 1018928 Pr-differences collapsed over ‘same’ and ‘different’ responses in experi-

929 ment 2. whereas in the spatial memory task a similar positive SP 1019
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1022

1023 Fig. 9. Across-participant average ERPs at selected electrode sites for all tasks in the cue-S2 interval in experiment 2.

1030 with a more posterior distribution was obtained. These end of the cue-S2 interval. At the six posterior ROIs, a 1033

1031 positive SP were more pronounced in the object memory comparison of object memory and perceptual tasks re- 1034

1032 task than in the spatial memory task and extended until the vealed a significant main effect of Task and a significant 1035

Task3Ant.–Pos interaction, i.e., the positive SP was more 1036

pronounced at parieto-occipital electrode sites. For the 1037

spatial memory task there was no significant main effect of 1038

Task but a significant Task3Ant.–Pos interaction indicat- 1039

ing that the positive difference between the spatial memory 1040

and the perceptual tasks was significant at the three most 1041

posterior ROIs (F 56.13, P,0.05) but not at the centro- 10421,23

parietal ROIs (F ,1). 10431,23

In summary, relative to the control condition, a left 1044

frontal negative SP was elicited in both memory tasks that 1045

was more negative in the object memory task. A parieto- 1046

occipital positive SP was more pronounced in the object 1047

than in the spatial memory task. 1048

4.2.3.3. CNV. As in experiment 1, a CNV-like potential 1049

emerged in all three tasks. It was of comparable magnitude 10501025
in the memory tasks and less pronounced in the perceptual 1051

1026 Fig. 10. Topographic maps of the SP-difference between object memory
task. An ANOVA restricted to the Cz-electrode and the 10521027 and perceptual task (upper panel) and the difference between spatial
2000–2500 ms time window revealed a significant effect 10531028 memory and perceptual task (lower panel) averaged across the 400 ms

1029 time windows. of Task (F 55.31, P,0.01, e50.95). The contrast of 10542,46
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1056 Table 2 task even though this SP is consistently reported for spatial 1110
1057 ANOVA of SPs in experiment 2, 600–1800 ms cognitive tasks such as spatial WM, mental rotation, and 11111058
1059 Effect d.f. F P e retrieval of spatial information from long-term memory 11121060

[38,39,16,29]. 11131061 Global
1062 1. Task3Ant.–Pos. 6.138 10.27 ,0.0001 0.38 The observation of a left frontal negative SP in the 1114
1063 2. Task3Lateral 4.920 5.09 ,0.0100 0.71 present experiment speaks against the view that this 1115
1064 3. Task3Ant.–Pos.3Time 12.276 3.11 ,0.0500 0.32 potential is solely related to verbal working memory 1116
1065 4. Task3Ant.–Pos.3Time3Lateral 24.552 5.19 ,0.0001 0.39

processes. Rather, given that a left frontal SP was obtained 1117

in this experiment as well as in experiment 1 in which 11181066 Anterior ROIs
1067 1. Task 2.46 9.26 ,0.0010 0.96 words were used as test stimuli and verbal rehearsal was 1119
1068 2. Task3Lateral 4.92 3.96 ,0.0500 0.58 likely, it is conceivable that this SP is associated with more 1120
1069 3. Task3Ant.–Pos. 2.46 4.08 ,0.0500 0.74 general control operations of working memory, i.e., 1121
1070 4. Task3Lateral3Ant.–Pos. 4.92 3.78 ,0.0500 0.74

maintenance of the contents of WM [33] or the focusing of 1122

attention on goal relevant information [49]. 11231071 Object vs. baseline
1072 Task 1.23 17.11 ,0.0001 However, the topographic profile analyses performed for 1124
1073 Task3Ant.–Pos. 1.23 5.59 ,0.0500 the frontal SPs in the memory tasks provided evidence for 1125
1074 Task3Ant.–Pos.3Lateral 2.46 5.15 ,0.0500 0.94 the view that the slow wave pattern in the two tasks arose 1126

from qualitatively different neuronal activation patterns 11271075 Spatial vs. baseline
[18]. Moreover, the between-experiment comparison re- 11281076 Task3Lateral 2.46 5.42 ,0.0500 0.70
vealed different frontal SP patterns for the figural object 1129

1077 Posterior ROIs memory tasks. As shown by the behavioral control experi- 1130
1078 1. Task 2.46 10.75 ,0.0010 0.99 ments, additional verbal rehearsal occurred in experiment 1 1131
1079 2. Task3Lateral 4.92 3.71 ,0.0500 0.60

but not in experiment 2, suggesting that verbal rehearsal is 11321080 3. Task3Ant.–Pos. 2.46 16.68 ,0.0001 0.79
evidenced by a topographically distinct frontal SP com- 11331081 4. Task3Lateral3Aflt.-POS. 4.92 3.61 ,0.0500 0.90
ponent. Moreover, such a difference was not found for the 1134

1082 Object vs. baseline figural spatial memory tasks where in both experiments the 1135
1083 Task 1.23 20.61 ,0.0001 degree of verbalization was low. 1136
1084 Task3Ant.–Pos. 1.23 32.60 ,0.0001

These findings are evidence against the view that this 1137

ERP pattern reflects a higher order monolithic function and 11381085 Spatial vs. baseline
1086 Task3Ant.–Pos. 1.23 29.61 ,0.0001 rather suggests that frontal SPs reflect in part information- 1139
1087

specific WM retention systems. This view is consistent 1140

with a model of WM recently proposed by Goldman-Rakic 1141

1088 the two memory tasks was not significant (F ,1), [12]. In her view, distinct frontal areas subserve mainte- 11421,23

1089 whereas both the CNV in the object (F 57.08, P,0.05) nance functions depending on the type of information (i.e., 11431,23

1090 and the spatial memory task (F 57.36, P,0.05) were spatial, object, or verbal). 11441,23

1091 different from the perceptual task. Similarly, the finding that the parieto-occipital positive 1145

1092 As in experiment 1 we used normalized ERP data in the SP was present even when participants did not verbally 1146

1093 2000–2500 ms interval to examine whether between-task rehearse the stimulus material argues against the view that 1147

1094 differences are solely due to differential CNV activity. A this SP reflects operations solely related to verbal WM 1148

1095 significant Task3Ant.–Pos. interaction (F 53.92, P, such as a transformation from visual to verbal representa- 11496,138

1096 0.05, e50.42) was obtained in an ANOVA for the normal- tion formats. The topographic differences of this parieto- 1150

1097 ized data. Therefore, it can be concluded that posterior occipital SP, with a clear focus at electrode POz in the 1151

1098 positive SPs and frontal negative SP were still present in object memory task and a more posterior focus (Oz) in the 1152

1099 the late time window. spatial memory task again suggest that this SP is associ- 1153

ated with information-specific retention operations. 1154

1100 4.3. Discussion The posterior positive SP obtained in the spatial memory 1155

task, however, was unexpected. It was less pronounced and 1156

1101 The main result of experiment 2 was that a left frontal more posterior than that for the object memory task. A 1157

1102 negative SP as well as a parieto-occipital positive SP were possible explanation of the absence of the predicted 1158

1103 present in the object and the spatial memory task although parietal negative SP in the spatial memory task is that a 1159

1104 verbal rehearsal did not play a role during retention as positive SP was superimposed. Most probably, this posi- 1160

1105 indicated by the behavioral control experiment. However, tive SP was due to a possible maintenance of object 1161

1106 the focus of the left frontal negative SP was more medial information in the spatial memory task which may have 1162

1107 (near electrode F1) than in experiment 1 (electrode F3). occurred simultaneously. A hint towards this interpretation 1163

1108 Second, no negative transient parietal SP in the 600- is that the focus of the SP in the object memory task was 1164

1109 –1000 ms time interval was obtained in the spatial memory in the vicinity of the POz electrode whereas the focus in 1165
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1167 the spatial memory task was near Oz. This is exactly the retention of object names. As left frontal activation may be 1217

1168 pattern to be expected if a negative SP with focus near Pz related to verbal processes a possible explanation for the 1218

1169 is superimposed with a POz-focused positive potential. observed latency difference might be that object names 1219

(nouns) are more easily retrievable than location names 1220

(prepositions). However, the view that the frontal slow 1221

1170 5. General discussion wave pattern is solely associated with verbal rehearsal 1222

processes was contradicted by experiment 2, in which 1223

1171 The present experiments examined the spatial-temporal topographically different negative slow wave patterns were 1224

1172 pattern of brain activation underlying working memory obtained for unnameable objects and for spatial locations 1225

1173 with object, spatial, and verbal memory contents by means in the memory tasks. Nevertheless, the between-experi- 1226

1174 of high density ERP recordings. In order to be able to ment comparison suggested a distinct neuronal generator 1227

1175 examine ERP slow waves during the retention of different associated with verbal rehearsal. Therefore, the present 1228

1176 information types without confounds due to differential data indicate that the two components found by Ruchkin 1229

1177 perceptual processes, we developed a modified delayed and colleagues are not sufficient to explain the observed 1230

1178 matching task in which a task-cue, presented in between patterns. Rather, in all memory conditions a left frontal 1231

1179 the S1–S2 interval, indicated the kind of information to be negative SPs were evoked with topography, onset, and 1232

1180 retained in working memory for a subsequent comparison amplitude varying as a function of format (figural vs. 1233

1181 with a test stimulus. ERP slow waves evoked by the cue in verbal) and content (object vs. spatial). 1234

1182 the memory tasks were contrasted with those evoked by a What WM functions are then reflected by this SP- 1235

1183 cue indicating a perceptually based comparison at S2. ‘family’? Recent specifications of executive functions 1236

emphasize that attentional control is crucial when in- 1237

1184 5.1. ERP data formation has to be kept in a WM buffer system compris- 1238

ing attention and inhibition [49], selective attention [4], 1239

1185 The analysis of the ERP data revealed that retention and the control of the focus of attention [7]. Baddeley and 1240

1186 object forms and spatial locations in working memory was Logie [4] regard the allocation and the switching of 1241

1187 associated with a combination of slow waves over frontal attention as crucial executive processes. Similarly, in the 1242

1188 and over parietal-occipital recording sites. framework proposed by Engle and coworkers [e.g., 9], 1243

controlled attention plays a crucial role in WM. 1244

1189 5.1.1. Frontal slow waves This includes controlled processes of maintenance, 1245

1190 Relative to the perceptual tasks, there was negative slow focusing, and the shifting of attention, a function that 1246

1191 wave activity at left frontal recording sites that was presumably is carried out by prefrontal cortex. The view 1247

1192 modulated by the type of information (object vs. spatial) that slow potentials are directly connected to attentional 1248

1193 and by the degree of verbalization. processes is supported by, e.g., a neurophysiological model 1249

1194 These SPs started at around 700 ms and extended of Skinner and Yingling [47] and a more recent model of 1250

1195 throughout the cue-S2 retention interval. In experiment 1 LaBerge [22]. They emphasize the role of thalamo–corti- 1251

1196 in which nameable object forms and spatial locations had cal connections that in turn are necessary for the genera- 1252

1197 to be retained in WM it was larger in amplitude for object tion of slow cortical potentials [5]. Therefore, the present 1253

1198 forms than for spatial locations at left frontal recordings, data provide evidence that the neuronal generators in- 1254

1199 whereas in experiment 2 in which abstract object forms volved in attentional control depend on the type of 1255

1200 and unnameable spatial locations had to be retained, the information. 1256

1201 negative SP in the object memory task was most pro-
1202 nounced at medial frontal recordings. Notably, in both 5.1.2. Posterior SPs 1257

1203 experiments the frontal slow wave activity evoked by the Similar to the information-specific slow wave pattern at 1258

1204 object and spatial task cue differed in scalp topography, frontal recording sites qualitatively different information- 1259

1205 indicating that the retention systems for verbalizable and specific slow waves were obtained at parietal and occipital 1260

1206 non-verbalizable objects and spatial locations were neuro- recording sites in both experiments. First the retention of 1261

1207 anatomically distinct. spatial locations was associated with a transient negative 1262

1208 In contrast, Ruchkin and colleagues (e.g. [43]) proposed slow wave between 600 and 1200 ms at parietal record- 1263

1209 that the frontal negative SP reflects processes related to the ings. Based on the fact that negative slow wave patterns of 1264

1210 maintenance of phonological information. Additionally, similar kinds have been reported in a large variety of tasks 1265

1211 there is a more central frontal SP associated with the requiring spatial operations [44,39,38,29] and based on its 1266

1212 retention of lexical information [40]. In experiment 1 short duration we take this ERP pattern to reflect the 1267

1213 where verbalizable objects and spatial locations were activation of a transient visuo-spatial buffer system or the 1268

1214 utilized as stimuli, the left frontal slow wave pattern allocation of spatial selective attention as a rehearsal 1269

1215 observed in the verbal condition was delayed for about 300 mechanism [2]. Except for the figural condition in experi- 1270

1216 ms for the retention of location names compared to the ment 1, this negative slow wave in the spatial tasks was 1271
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1273 followed and partially overlapped by an occipitally focused mainly active during the initiation of maintenance whereas 1329

1274 positive slow wave that extended until the end of the the object mechanism appears to be slower and used 1330

1275 recording interval. A similar long lasting positive slow during the entire retention phase. 1331

1276 wave was also obtained when object forms had to be Finally we want to comment on the brain activation 1332

1277 retained in working memory. Since this positive slow wave patterns found in the verbal working memory conditions. 1333

1278 was also present for both information types in experiment Prior neuroimaging studies revealed that verbal working 1334

1279 2 in which verbal rehearsal presumably did not occur, it memory is mediated by a left lateralized network com- 1335

1280 appears unlikely that this brain response is solely associ- posed of posterior parietal and inferior frontal regions 1336

1281 ated with the conversion of visual to verbal formats. Its [32,34]. Similarly, verbal working memory studies with 1337

1282 extended duration until the end of the recording interval ERP recordings found a left anterior negative slow wave 1338

1283 rather suggests that this positive slow wave reflects more that is assumed to index verbal rehearsal operations 1339

1284 perceptually oriented aspects of working memory such as [44,23]. Although a direct comparison of the ERP response 1340

1285 the retention of image-like representations, i.e., object in verbal and visual working memory conditions may be 1341

1286 information. In support of this view Farah et al. [10] found weakened by the fact that both conditions were performed 1342

1287 positive posterior SPs in imagery tasks. in different blocks in the present study, the results never- 1343

1288 The absence of a parietally-focused negative slow wave theless suggest that rehearsal in the verbal condition in 1344

1289 in the spatial task of experiment 2 most probably was experiment 1 did not lead to qualitatively different slow 1345

1290 caused by the maintenance of object information that wave patterns compared to the figural condition. Rather, in 1346

1291 occurred simultaneously. Thus, presumably any parietally the verbal condition we found more pronounced frontal 1347

1292 focused negative differences at parietal recording sites and parieto-occipital slow wave patterns for both memory 1348

1293 between the spatial and the perceptual task were cancelled tasks relative to the perceptual task. Note that this effect 1349

1294 out due to the superimposition of a positive slow wave. cannot be attributed to differential task difficulties, as task 1350

1295 Awh et al. [2] identified spatial selective attention, i.e., performance in both the object and the spatial working 1351

1296 covert shifts of attention to memorized locations, as the memory tasks was not different in the verbal and figural 1352

1297 rehearsal mechanism for spatial information. It is conceiv- testing conditions. 1353

1298 able that this attention modulated rehearsal process is Moreover, the application of verbal rehearsal operations 1354

1299 evidenced by parietal negative slow waves because this is should not result in any differences between the rehearsal 1355

1300 a consistently observed SP whenever spatial operations in of object names and spatial prepositions because both 1356

1301 WM are required. should be maintained in the same phonological format. 1357

1302 However, it is still at issue whether there is a separate However, a SP-pattern was observed that is topographical- 1358

1303 rehearsal mechanism for object form information. We ly similar to that of purely visual WM as shown by 1359

1304 observed a positive posterior SP during object retention experiment 2. 1360

1305 and assume that this SP is the prime candidate to reflect This allows the conclusion that the SPs in the verbal 1361

1306 aspects of the object rehearsal mechanism. (The observa- condition of experiment 1 are due to the rehearsal of 1362

1307 tion of a similar positive SP in the later time range in figural information and the rehearsal of phonological 1363

1308 experiment 1 might be due to the fact that, similar as in information did not evoke a separable SP-component. 1364

1309 experiment 2, subjects did not exclusively focus on the However, it remains to be clarified why the SPs in the 1365

1310 relevant spatial information.) This explanation receives verbal condition of experiment 1 are more pronounced 1366

1311 support from an experiment by Farah et al. [10] who found than in the respective figural condition. 1367

1312 similar positive SPs during imagery tasks. Furthermore, the A possible interpretation of this finding is that the verbal 1368

1313 occipito-parietal focus is in line with the assumption, that memory tasks required the construction of phonological 1369

1314 posterior sensory areas are involved in the generation of representations from figural ones.This process includes the 1370

1315 mental images [21]. Therefore, imagery, i.e., the active identification of a visual scene, its semantic content, and its 1371

1316 restoration of visual information from long term memory is transformation to phonological word representations via 1372

1317 a plausible candidate for being part of the rehearsal the lexicon [8] which in turn may presuppose the mainte- 1373

1318 circuitry for visual object information. Kosslyn [21] pro- nance of visual information in WM. This transformation 1374

1319 posed that such a mechanism comprises the repetitive might have additionally loaded WM. The data from the 1375

1320 activation of a compressed image representation that is present experiments suggest that the conversion from 1376

1321 controlled by prefrontal cortical areas. visual to phonological representations requires additional 1377

1322 We conclude that there are in fact two distinguishable access to the same visual storage sites that are also 1378

1323 storage mechanisms within visual working memory evi- accessed by visual rehearsal processes. Though specula- 1379

1324 denced by posterior slow waves, one related to object tive, this interpretation might account for the enhanced 1380

1325 information and one related to spatial information. From fronto-parietal ERP slow wave pattern in the verbal 1381

1326 experiment 1 we learned that these two mechanisms have memory tasks as compared to the figural tasks. More 1382

1327 different timing properties. The spatial mechanism seems research will be required to further clarify the issue of the 1383

1328 to be faster in onset and due to its transient existence interface between visual and verbal WM. 1384
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